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ABSTRACT
After studying how line width depends on spatial scale in low-mass star-forming regions, we propose

that ““ dense cores ÏÏ & Benson represent an inner scale of a self-similar process that charac-(Myers 1983)
terizes larger scale molecular clouds.

In the process of coming to this conclusion, we deÐne four distinct types of line widthÈsize relation
which have power-law slopes and as follows : Type 1Èmultitracer, multicloud(*vP Rai), a1, a2, a3, a4,intercomparison ; Type 2Èsingle-tracer, multicloud intercomparison ; Type 3Èmultitracer study of a

single cloud ; and Type 4Èsingle-tracer study of a single cloud. Type 1 studies (of which Larson 1981 is
the seminal example) are compendia of Type 3 studies which illustrate the range of variation in the line
widthÈsize relation from one region to another.

Using new measurements of the OH and C18O emission emanating from the environs of several of the
dense cores studied in by Barranco & Goodman (1998 ; Paper I), we show that line width increasesNH3with size outside the cores with On scales larger than those traced by C18O or OH, 12CO anda4 D 0.2.
13CO observations indicate that increases to D0.5 (Heyer & Schloerb 1997). By contrast, within thea4half-power contour of the emission from the cores, line width is virtually constant, with WeNH3 a4D 0.
interpret the correlation between increasing density and decreasing Type 4 power-law slope as a
““ transition to coherence.ÏÏ Our data indicate that the radius at which the gas becomes coherent (i.e.,Rcohis of order 0.1 pc in regions forming primarily low-mass stars. The value of the nonthermal linea4 ] 0)
width at which ““ coherence ÏÏ is established is always less than but still of order of the thermal line width
of Thus coherent cores are similar to, but not exactly the same as, isothermal balls of gas.H2.Two other results bolster our proposal that a transition to coherence takes place at D0.1 pc. First, the
OH, C18O, and maps show that the dependence of column density on size is much steeperNH3(N P R~0.9) inside than outside of it (N P R~0.2), which implies that the volume Ðlling factor ofRcohcoherent cores is much larger than in their surroundings. Second, Larson (1995) has recently found a
break in the power law characterizing the clustering of stars in Taurus at 0.04 pc, just inside of Rcoh.Larson and we interpret this break in slope as the point at which stellar clustering properties change
from being determined by the (fractal) gas distribution (on scales greater than 0.04 pc) to being deter-
mined by fragmentation processes within coherent cores (on scales less than 0.04 pc).

We speculate that the transition to coherence takes place when a dissipation threshold for the MHD
turbulence that characterizes the larger scale medium is crossed at the critical inner scale WeRcoh.suggest that the most likely explanation for this threshold is the marked decline in the coupling of the
magnetic Ðeld to gas motions due to a decreased ion/neutral ratio in dense, high Ðlling factor gas.
Subject headings : ISM: clouds È ISM: kinematics and dynamics È ISM: structure È line : proÐles

1. INTRODUCTION

Low-mass (D1È10 dense cores appear to be relativeM
_
)

islands of calm in a more turbulent sea. These cores, which
are the birthplace of many of the stars in our Galaxy, have
average density D104 cm~3 and size of approximately a few
tenths of a parsec, and are characterized by very small inter-
nal velocity dispersions of approximately several tenths of a
kilometer per second (see & Benson &Myers 1983 ; Benson
Myers & Goodman hereafter, Paper1989). Barranco (1998 ;
I) present high-sensitivity mapping of dense cores, andNH3this paper puts those observations into context by compar-

1 National Science Foundation Young Investigator.

ing the observations with C18O and OH observationsNH3of the core environments. Taken together, the two studies
show that a line widthÈsize power-law scaling relation
similar to the one discovered more than a decade ago by

appears to have a break in slope at a sizeLarson (1981)
scale roughly comparable to the FWHM contour of an

map (D0.1 pc).NH3 discovered empirical correlations amongLarson (1981)
line width, cloud mass, volume density, and cloud ““ size ÏÏ by
extracting a single value for each quantity from a single
spectral line map of a single ““ cloud ÏÏ or clump and then
plotting line width as a function of size, line width as a
function of mass, and density as a function of size. LarsonÏs
compilation included data from spectral line maps of about
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TABLE 1

VELOCITY DISPERSION TERMINOLOGY SUMMARY

Symbol Context Description

pobs . . . . . . Observed quantity Observed velocity dispersion
p
T

. . . . . . . p
T

\ JkT /mtr Thermal velocity dispersion (sound speed in
isothermal gas at temperature T , of particles
with mass mtr)pNT . . . . . . pobs2 \ p

T
2 ] pNT2 Nonthermal velocity dispersion

pint . . . . . . See Paper I Intrinsic velocity dispersion, after e†ects of
hyperÐne blending have been removed (see
Paper I)

p0 . . . . . . . pNT2 \ p02[1 ] (R/R0)2a] Asymptotic value of nonthermal velocity
dispersion approached by NH3 observations

50 di†erent regions. The maps were made using many di†er-
ent molecular lines which trace gas in the density range
from D10 to 105 cm~3 over size scales from D0.1 to 100 pc,
with resolution typically at least 10 times smaller than the
map extent. In all but the smallest clouds in LarsonÏs study,
the observed (one-dimensional) velocity dispersion farpobsexceeds the (one-dimensional) thermal velocity dispersion

where T is kinetic temperature and isp
T

\ (kT /mtr)1@2, mtrthe mass of the tracer species observed. Larson Ðtted power
laws by eye to the line widthÈsize and line widthÈmass
correlations and ultimately found

*vobsP Ra a B 0.38 , (1)

n P Rb b B [1.1 , (2)

where is the observed FWHM line*vobs\ 2.35pobs width,2
n is particle density, and R is the diameter of a particular
(e.g., 50%) contour in a spectral line map. Larson also
showed that the clouds in his study were close to virial
equilibrium, in that

*vobs\ a
AGM

R
B0.5

, (3)

where M is the total mass with density n within R, and a is a
constant of order unity which depends on cloud shape. If
a \ 0.5 and b \ [1 then any one of equations or (3)(1), (2),
can be derived from the other two.

also examined the variations in line widthLarson (1981)
within individual clouds. To do this, he compared concen-
tric spectral line maps of various density tracers for a
number of regions. In so doing, he found a correlation
similar to More recent studies that use theequation (1).
multitracer approach to investigate line widthÈsize scaling
in detail within individual clouds give a range of values for

and indicate that massive star-forming0.2[ a [ 0.7
regions tend toward the lower values of a (e.g., &Caselli
Myers 1995).

Larson pointed out that a \ 0.38 is very close to the
value a \ 0.33 that is predicted for a turbulent Ñow in
incompressible gas but he noted that(Kolmogorov 1941),
good agreement of these two exponents is not necessarily
expected, since molecular clouds are compressible and self-

presents a summary of the velocity dispersion notation used in2 Table 1
this paper. In all cases, the full width at half maximum (FWHM), *v, of a
Gaussian line is equal to (8 ln 2)1@2p \ 2.35p, where p is the dispersion
characterizing a Gaussian proportional to exp ([v2/2p2).

gravitating. In fact, the ISM is also magnetized, and a theo-
retical value of a for a magnetized, compressible gas is not
readily derived, since it depends on Ðeld geometry and the
gas equation of state.

The correlations that Larson discovered have come to be
known as LarsonÏs Laws, and they have become the subject
of intense study (e.g., &Myers 1983 ; Fleck 1988 ; Myers
Goodman hereafter MG88b;1988b, Henriksen 1991 ;

Puget, & Pe� rault & MyersFalgarone, 1992 ; Fuller 1992 ;
& Bally & Myers Physically, noMiesch 1994 ; Caselli 1995).

complete explanation of LarsonÏs Laws has yet been estab-
lished. Turbulence (e.g., & PhillipsFalgarone 1990 ;

et al. et al.Henriksen 1991 ; Falgarone 1994 ; Lis 1996)
and/or an array of magnetohydrodynamic waves (e.g.,

& Max & JosafatssonArons 1975 ; Zweibel 1983 ; Carlberg
& Pudritz & Zweibel &1991 ; McKee 1995 ; Gammie
Ostriker remain the leading hypotheses, but the ulti-1996)
mate origin and exact nature of the ““ suprathermal ÏÏ kinetic
energy is still unclear.

Magnetohydrodynamic scenarios gain observational
support from Ðeld strength measurements in regions with
5 \ n \ 1010 cm~3 which usually indicate rough equi-
partition between magnetic and kinetic energy &(Myers
Goodman et al. et al.1988a ; Goodman 1989 ; Crutcher

et al. and references therein ; &1993 ; Heiles 1993, Goodman
Heiles et al. Recent two-dimensional1994 ; Myers 1995).
numerical simulations of MHD turbulence also indicate
this kind of equipartition et al. Nonmagnetic(Passot 1995).
turbulence models can produce line proÐles not unlike
those observed et al. Narayan,(Falgarone 1994 ; Dubinski,
& Phillips and scaling laws similar to but1995) equation (1),
the structural properties and lifetimes of these models have
yet to be compared systematically with observations. It is
likely that magnetic Ðelds are necessary to maintain the
e†ects of turbulence-generating processes over longer time-
scales (see & Ostriker and references therein).Gammie 1996

For the purposes of this paper, we put forward the
hypothesis that LarsonÏs Laws as stated in andequation (1)

are indicative of some kind of turbulent regime in the(2)
ISM. We expect that magnetic Ðelds play a key role in
mitigating this turbulence and that the velocity Ðeld is
actually a superposition of magnetic waves undergoing
strongly nonlinear interactions which can also be thought
of as MHD turbulence.

What is of special interest to us in this paper is what
happens to LarsonÏs Laws on small size scales. Since the
observed line width cannot go below the thermal line*vobswidth of the tracer observed, it is obvious that*v

T
\ 2.35p

T
,

the correlation between line width and cloud size must end
at some small size (i.e., line width cannot decrease intermi-
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nably with cloud size). reformulated LarsonÏsMyers (1983)
Laws to take this e†ect into account. He denoted the line
width as the quadrature sum of a nonthermal and a thermal
component,

*vobs2 \ *vNT2 ] *v
T
2 , (4)

so that the nonthermal component of the line width, *vNT,does not depend on the mass of the tracer used in the obser-
vation. In this formulation, the nonthermal motions can be
equated with macroscopic motions, while the thermal line
width accounts for microscopic motions. For virtually all of
the clouds in LarsonÏs original study, the thermal line width
comprises an insigniÐcant fraction of the total line width.
Low-mass dense however, represent a regime incores,3
which thermal and nonthermal line width are roughly
equal.

In this paper, we investigate the transition from the
““ nonthermal ÏÏ to the ““ thermal ÏÏ regime in detail, using new
high-sensitivity maps of low-mass dense cores and(Paper I)
their environs SpeciÐcally, we Ðnd an apparent(° 2).
decrease in the slope of line widthÈsize relations derived
from single-tracer maps of individual regions that we can
associate with this transition In the nonthermal(° 4).
regime, this slope is always positive (so that line width
increases with size), but in the thermal region, the observed
line width is approximately constant (i.e., independent of
scale). However, this nearly constant width in the thermal
regime is always measurably higher than the true thermal
line width, where is the measuredp

t
\ (kT

K
/mtracer)1@2, TKkinetic temperature and is the mass of the speciesmtracerobserved. In fact, no observations in this paper, or others of

which we know, show a purely thermal line width in a dense
core. We suggest that the regions of nearly constant line
width, while not purely thermal, are still physically distin-
guished from their surroundings in that they are
““ coherent,ÏÏ and we suggest ways in which these coherent
cores might arise (° 5).

2. OBSERVATIONS

2.1. C18O Observations
We observed the J \ 1 [ 0 transition of C18O using the

QUARRY 15 beam array at the Five College Radio
Astronomy (FCRAO) 14 m radio telescope inObservatory4
1994 June and November and 1995 February. The 1024
channel autocorrelation spectrometer gave a resolution of
0.016 km s~1 sampled at 0.013 km s~1, Hanning smoothed
to a Ðnal resolution of 0.018 km s~1. The system tem-
perature was typically 600 K, and each spectrum represents
about 150 minutes of integration, giving a root mean square
(rms) noise of 0.1 K after Hanning smoothing.

The C18O maps presented here are sampled at 50A inter-
vals, and the FWHM of a single QUARRY/FCRAO beam
is 48A, as determined by observations of planets. Single
Gaussian Ðts to each line proÐle comprising the map were
performed in CLASS after removing a Ðrst-order baseline.
The results of the Ðtting are discussed further in ° 3.

3 All of the data in this paper are for what are often called ““ low-mass
dense cores.ÏÏ Low-mass cores typically form one or a handful of stars each
with a mass at most a few solar masses. In higher mass star-forming cores,
stars primarily form in large groups and observed line widths are almost
always very suprathermal (Lada 1992).

4 FCRAO is operated by the University of Massachusetts for the
National Science Foundation under grant AST 94-20159.

2.2. OH Observations
The 1665 and 1667 MHz transitions of OH were mapped

at the Arecibo in 1989 and 1991. A subset ofObservatory5
the data for the B1 cloud has appeared in previous pub-
lications, in which the OH mapping observing setup at
Arecibo is described in detail et al.(Goodman 1989 ;

et al. The spatial resolution of the obser-Crutcher 1994).
vations is 3@, and the velocity resolution before smoothing
was 0.22 km s~1. All of the data were Hanning smoothed
before Gaussian Ðts were performed. The typical rms of the
B1 spectra, at 0.08 K, is superior to the TMC-1C spectra,
which is typically 0.12 K.

Observations2.3. NH3
All of the data included in this paper are included inNH3The observing setup used at the HaystackPaper I.

to acquire those data is described in detailObservatory6
there. Here, we will just reiterate that the data near the
edges of the maps represent very long integration obser-
vations (typically several hours per point) with rms noise
D0.04 K, giving signal-to-noise ratios of at least 3 at any
one point. The velocity resolution of the spectraNH3ranges from 0.04 to 0.08 km s~1, and the spatial resolution
ranges from 60A to 80A (see Paper I).

3. SPECTRAL LINE DATA AND MAPS

It is difficult to make use of all of the information in a
spectral line map simultaneously (see, for example, Scalo

Falgarone, & Puget &1984 ; Pe� rault, 1986 ; Kleiner
Dickman & Gu� sten & Bally1987 ; Stutzki 1990 ; Miesch

de Geus, & Blitz & Schloerb1994 ; Williams, 1994 ; Heyer
Often, only peak antenna temperature or integrated1997).

intensity are contoured in print, and much information is
hidden. The analysis in this section is an attempt to display
and understand some of the ““ hidden ÏÏ velocity information
in maps of the cm~3 gas around dense cores. Wen Z 103
utilize both the J \ 1 [ 0 line of C18O and the 1667 MHz
line of OH as tracers of roughly this density.

Figures and all show gray-scale and contour1a, 1b, 2
maps of antenna temperature in the left-hand panel and a
gray-scale map of line width with representative antenna
temperature contours superposed in the right-hand panel.
The three Ðgures, which show data for B1, TMC-1C, and
L1251A, respectively, exhibit one striking similarity : line
width appears to decrease toward the peaks of the map and
increase in the valleys. In all three cases, the line proÐles are
well approximated by Gaussians throughout the map, and
the line parameters plotted in all Ðgures in this paper are
based on Gaussian Ðts to spectra. In we show that the° 4,
qualitative tendency for line width to decrease with increas-
ing antenna temperature apparent in the Ðgures can be
transformed into a quantitative line widthÈsize relation.

It is not always the case that a single Gaussian com-
ponent can be used to represent the gas distribution associ-
ated with the n D 103 cm~3 environment of dense cores. In

5 The Arecibo telescope is operated by Cornell University for the
National Science Foundation, under the auspices of the NAIC.

6 Haystack Observatory is operated by the Massachusetts Institute
Technology, on behalf of NEROC, and is funded by the National Science
Foundation.
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FIG. 3.ÈC18O map of L1495. At each position, a C18O spectrum is shown. The (0, 0) position is and alla1950\ 4h11m10s.0, d1950\ 28¡01@58A,
observations of L1495 were centered at km s~1. The lighter single contour superposed on the spectra shows the 0.52 K km s~1 contour ofvLSR\ 6.4
integrated C18O emission from 5.2 to 6.6 km s~1, while the darker contours show the same contour level for integrated emission from 6.6 to 8 km s~1. These
two distinct velocity ranges are associated with the LSR velocities of the cores L1495SE and L1495NW, respectively. A shaded 0.4 K contour (fromNH3et al. for each of the cores is shown and labeled (note that both southeast ““ pieces ÏÏ belong to L1495SE). A casual glance at the ÐgureGoodman 1993) NH3shows pervasive double-peaked and asymmetric C18O line proÐles. Prolonged staring at the Ðgure further shows the intensity-weighted peak velocity of the
emission shifting blueward, along the direction from L1495SE to L1495NW.

we show the result of extensive C18O observationsFigure 3,
of the gas around the dense cores in L1495. obser-NH3vations of L1495 reveal two cores, L1495SE and L1495SW,
at velocities separated by more than an line width,NH3within the boundaries of the region mapped in C18O. In
C18O, the same two distinct velocity components are
apparent, but the extent to which they blend together in
velocity space (owing to the larger line width in C18O rela-
tive to makes it dangerous to try to assign some C18ONH3)emission to one core and the rest to another. This situation
is not uncommon in spectral line maps of regions crowded
with star-forming cores. The dense cores traced by areNH3usually easily identiÐable entities (with single-component,
Gaussian lines), but the lower the density one probes, the
more velocity blending becomes a problem, even when very
high spectral resolution is used. For the analysis that
follows, we restrict our study to less crowded regions, such
as B1, TMC-1C, and L1251A. For each of these regions, an

map of the ““ core ÏÏ is compared with a map of a lowerNH3density tracer (OH or C18O) of the coreÏs ““ environment. ÏÏ

4. CORRELATIONS AND LINE WIDTHÈSIZE RELATIONS

4.1. L ine W idthÈSize Relations in Context
There are several di†erent ways spectral line maps can be

used to measure how the velocity dispersion of gas changes
as a function of the size scale sampled, including construc-
ting so-called line widthÈsize relations. Below, we list four
distinct ““ Types ÏÏ of line widthÈsize relations that can be
studied observationally, and in we discuss the subtle° 5
di†erences among the Types. The power-law slope of log

R is given as a symbol at the end of each*vNT[ log
description. and provide a summary of theTable 2 Figure 9

TABLE 2

TYPES OF LINE WIDTHÈSIZE RELATION

Multiple Tracers Single Tracer

Multiple Clouds 1 2
Single Cloud 3 4
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four Types, and periodic reminders of the TypesÏ deÐnitions
are included throughout this paper.

Type 1 : Multitracer, multicloud.ÈA power law Ðtted to
line width as a function of size where a single line width
is assigned to a single cloud, usually by taking a

line width within a FWHM contour, the““ representative ÏÏ7
extent of which is used as size (e.g., etLarson 1981 ; Myers
al. et al. & Myers1988b ; Falgarone 1992 ; Fuller 1992 ;

& MyersCaselli 1995). Slope\ a1.Type 2 : Single-tracer, multicloudÈSame as Type 1,
except that the study is limited to maps in a single spectral
line (e.g., et al. et al. Slope\Dame 1986 ; Solomon 1987).
a2. Type 3 : Multitracer, single-cloudÈSame as Type 1,
except that the study is limited to maps of a single region
(e.g., & Myers & Myers Slope\Fuller 1992 ; Caselli 1995).
a3. Type 4 : Single-tracer, single-cloudÈDi†erent from Type
1 in that the spatial dependence of line width on size within
a single map of a single region is studied (e.g., &Miesch
Bally & Schloerb The remain-1994 ; Heyer 1997 ; Paper I).
der of this section is devoted to deriving this relation for
OH, C18O, and data.NH3 Slope\ a4.

Unfortunately, any of these techniques is limited by the
fact that spectral line widths sample only one spatial dimen-
sion of a velocity distribution integrated over lines of sight
of varying length. One is thus forced to use the distribution
of line emission over the two-dimensional plane of the sky
(i.e., a spectral line map) as a source of three-dimensional
spatial size information (see and° 4.2.1 Fig. 4). Section 5
includes a discussion of the sensitivity of the four techniques
listed above to assumptions about what three-dimensional
distribution of gas corresponds to the observed two-
dimensional projection.

4.2. Analysis Technique
To quantitatively relate line width to size scale using the

data shown in Figures and we perform a two-step1a, 1b, 2,
analysis. In the Ðrst step, we Ðt for a relationship between
antenna temperature and size, and in the second, we Ðt for a
relationship between line width and antenna temperature.
Then, by combining these two empirically determined
results, we can derive a line widthÈsize relation of Type 4.

We choose this two-step process over just assigning a size
to each measured line width based on its radial distance
from the nearest temperature peak because of the clear way
in which the two-step process handles maps that contain
one principal peak and many subpeaks. For example, con-
sider the map of L1251A shown in Notice theFigure 2.
single 0.75 K contour in the northeast quadrant of the map.
The technique we describe in °° and will assign4.2.1 4.2.2
the line width from this little piece of ““ cha† ÏÏ to the D0.3 pc
size scale associated with the dominant 0.75 K contour that
encloses the main peak in the L1251A core. A technique

7 This representative line width is assigned in di†erent ways by di†erent
authors. It is often the average line width within the FWHM contour, but
it is sometimes the line width at the peak of the map, the average line width
at the FWHM contour, or the line width of the sum of all of the spectra
within the FWHM contour. As long as the range of line widths and sizes
sampled in a Type 1 study is large (e.g., the exact methodLarson 1981),
used to assign ““ a ÏÏ line width and ““ a ÏÏ size to each cloud makes little
di†erence in the slope derivedÈalthough mixing methods in a single line
widthÈsize plot will increase the scatter about the correlation found.

FIG. 4.ÈMeasuring ““ radius ÏÏ in a spectral line map. The gray scale at the
top depicts a generic centrally condensed density distribution in hypotheti-
cal cloud. The three labeled (plane-of-the-sky) length scales, andr1, r2, r3,mark zones that produce emission near the peak, half-power, and 10%
contours in a map, respectively. The white two-headed arrows show the
extent along the line of sight of the gas which produces the bulk of the
emission in these zones, and representative spectra for the zones are shown
at the bottom. The heavy line in each spectrum shows the total observed
spectrum (produced by gas along the entire line of sight through the cloud),
and the lighter lines show the contributions from each zone. Notice that
the highest density zone sampled along each line of sight has the greatest
inÑuence in determining the line width of the summed proÐle. The precise
length of the white arrows depends upon the exact density proÐle of the
cloud and on its velocity structure. Nonetheless, it is apparent from the
Ðgure that the progression of antenna temperature downward from the
map peak will correspond to an increase in the size scale sampled. As a Ðrst
approximation, the length of the white arrows can be estimated as similar
to the plane-of-the-sky extent of corresponding contours (e.g.,T

A
r1, r2,and r3).

that just measures a radius from the nearest local tem-
perature peak would Ðnd the peak inside the small 0.75 K
contour and assign the line width of this little piece of cha†
to a very small size scale, D0.1 pc, which is comparable to
(but not physically related to) the scale of the darkest black
regions around the main peaks in the left-hand panel of

Our two-step process is less resolution-dependentFigure 2.
than one that relies on measuring the distance from local
maxima (i.e., the size of every apparent subclump). It also
allows for the resulting ““ line widthÈsize ÏÏ relation to be
more directly translated to a physically meaningful line
widthÈdensity relation.

4.2.1. Antenna TemperatureÈSize Correlations

In C18O and OH maps of the emission around dense
cores, antenna temperature contours are usually nested and
centered roughly on the peak, so contours of canNH3 T

Aserve as good indicators of size scale. shows a veryFigure 4
simple hypothetical condensation and illustrates how
antenna temperature is physically related to size scale. The
principal uncertainty in ““ radii ÏÏ derived from a technique
based on the ideas in stems from an inexact know-Figure 4
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ledge of the condensationÏs density proÐle. For the hypo-
thetical proÐle shown in the lengths of the whiteFigure 4,
arrows (which measure the length scale along the line of
sight that is best associated with the measured line width)
are quite close to equal to the plane-of-the-sky radii labeled

and For some extreme density proÐles, the plane-r1, r2, r3.
of-the-sky and line-of-sight length scales will not agree as
well, but as an approximate method of assigning physically
meaningful sizes to map contours, we think this method is a
good startÈat least for centrally condensed density dis-
tributions. One important point to note about this tech-
nique of deÐning size is that it allows for extrapolation into
a regime in which the derived ““R ÏÏ is smaller than the beam
size. This extrapolation only becomes relevant for points at
or very near the map peak, which would be otherwise artiÐ-
cially assigned either R\ 0 or R\ beam size in a scheme in
which size is just measured radially from the peak.

As shown in for core maps, Ðtting thePaper I, NH3antenna temperature projected size data typically gives
For the C18O maps and OH maps, the dependenceT

A
PR~1.

of antenna temperature on size has a markedly shallower
slope. shows power-law Ðts to relations forFigure 5 T

A
-R

the OH maps of B1 and TMC-1C and for the C18O map of
L1251A. The points Ðt were derived by assigning a size
equal to the geometric mean of the minimum and maximum
extent of each antenna temperature contour in a map. The
maps Ðt are only di†erent than those shown in Figures

and in that they show contours at intervals of1a, 1b, 2 T
A0.1 K over the full range of each map. In maps thatT

Acontain more than one closed contour for a given anT
A
,

““ averaged R ÏÏ for that is used in the Ðts. The Ðts are notT
Aespecially sensitive to this choice of Ðtting technique : the

intrinsic scatter in the data has more of an e†ect on the Ðt
than do measurement uncertainties for individual data
points. lists the results of the Ðts to antenna tem-Table 3
perature as a function of contour extent for all of the maps
shown in this paper and in Paper I.

4.2.2. L ine W idthÈAntenna Temperature Correlations

Figures and the trend in the OH and6, 7a, 8a quantify
C18O line width maps (Figs. and line width1a, 1b, 2) :
decreases systematically as antenna temperature increases.
The parameters of linear Ðts to the datalog *vNT[ log T

Ashown in Figures and are given in To convert6, 7, 8 Table 3.
from angular size to linear size, we assume that B1,
TMC-1C, and L1251A are at distances of 300, 140, and 200
pc, respectively. The top axes used in Figures and6, 7a, 7b,

show the size scales corresponding to the temperatures8a
shown on the bottom axes, as derived from the rela-T

A
-R

tions in (see and listed in Figures° 4.2.1 Fig. 5) Table 3. 7b
and which are reproduced from show that the8b, Paper I,
trend for line width to increase toward low antenna tem-
peratures (large size scales) is signiÐcantly shallower within
the cores themselves (as deÐned by emission) than inNH3their environs (the OH or C18O emission). In fact, inside the
half-power contour of the cores, line width is independent of
size. This important change in the slope of the line widthÈ
size relation is discussed as a ““ transition to coherence ÏÏ in
° 5.1.1.

To illustrate that the power-law Ðtting of line width as a
function of antenna temperature is not especially sensitive
to how one massages the data in advance of Ðtting, Figures

and each demonstrate a slightly di†erent method of6, 7a, 8a
data selection. In the B1 map which is the largest,(Fig. 6),

FIG. 5.ÈAntenna temperature as a function of radius. The three panels
show relations between and R for the maps of B1, TMC-1C, andT

AL1251A shown in Figs. and In constructing these relations, each1 2. T
Acontour in a map is assigned a size equal to the geometric mean of the

minimum and maximum extent of that contour. In maps that contain more
than one closed contour for a given the average size of all the contoursT

A
,

for that is plotted and used in Ðtting. The parameters of the power-lawT
AÐts plotted in each panel are listed in Table 3.
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FIG. 6.ÈLine width as a function of antenna temperature in B1. The
OH 1667 MHz spectra used to create this plot are also shown in map form
in Antenna temperatures and line widths plotted are derived fromFig. 1a.
single-component Gaussian Ðts. Each mapped position is shown as a single
data point. The solid line shows the Ðt noted in the Ðgure and listed in

The top axis shows the predicted size scale for the measuredTable 3.
antenna temperature level, based on the Ðt inT

A
-R Table 3.

highest quality map in this paper, we show data points for
every mapped position. For TMC-1C which is of(Fig. 7a),
lower quality than the B1 map, only data points at which
the Gaussian Ðts to the line proÐles gave a signal-to-noise
ratio greater than 4 are included. And, for the C18O data in
L1251A we have compressed the data by binning(Fig. 8a),
all points into 0.1 K bins (as was done for the data inNH3and Figs. and In cases in which any of thePaper I 7b 8b).
three methods can be used (such as B1), all give the same Ðt
results to within the quoted errors.

4.2.3. L ine W idthÈSize Correlations

Combining the Ðtted and relations inT
A
(R) *vNT(TA

)
gives power-law expressions for which areTable 3 *vNT(R),

also listed in In the terminology similar toTable 3. equation
where and noting that this is a Type 4(1), *vNTPRa,

(single-tracer, single-cloud) relation, we typically Ðnd that
for the n D 103 cm~3 gas traced by OH anda4D 0.2 ^ 0.06

C18O and for the full core maps. Con-a4D 0.1^ 0.08 NH3sidering the errors in these power-law slopes, one might not
see them as signiÐcantly di†erent. However, within the half-
power contours of the maps (the highest density por-NH3tions of the cores), the slope of the line widthÈantenna
temperature relation is typically consistent with zero (see

The change from line width increasing with size inPaper I).
a coreÏs environs, but not within a core, implies that cores
and their environs represent physically distinct regimes. This
di†erence is only markedly apparent when comparing the
interiors of cores (which have with the core environ-a4D 0)
ments (see Figs. and9 10).

FIG. 7.ÈLine width as a function of antenna temperature in TMC-1C. Solid lines show the Ðts noted in the Ðgures and listed in L eft : The OHTable 3.
1667 MHz spectra used to create this plot are also shown in map form in Antenna temperatures and line widths plotted are derived fromFig. 1b.
single-component Gaussian Ðts. Each mapped position with adequate signal-to-noise ratio (º4 p in the Ðt) is shown as a single data point. Right : dataNH3from Each data point represents the average of mapped positions that fall ^0.05 K from the of the plotted point. (See for morePaper I. T

A
Paper I

information). Contrast the near independence of line width on antenna temperature in the data with the power law evident for the OH data in theNH3left-hand panel. In both panels, the top axis shows the predicted size scale for the measured antenna temperature level, based on the Ðts in NoteT
A
-R Table 3.

that the dynamic range in is equal in both panels.T
A
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FIG. 8.ÈAs in Fig. 7, but for L1251A. The C18O spectra used to create the plot on the left are also shown in map form in In the left panel, each dataFig. 2.
point represents the average of mapped positions that fall ^0.05 K from the of the plotted point, and the top axis shows the predicted size scale for theT

Ameasured antenna temperature level, based on the Ðt inT
A
-R Table 3.

4.2.4. Column DensityÈSize Relations

The results of °° and can be used to estimate4.2.1 4.2.3
the radial dependence of column density, N, in cores and
their surroundings. If, as in the case of low optical depth
constant excitation temperature lines of sight, column
density is proportional to then in a map in which/ T

A
(v)dv,

line proÐles are well approximated by a single shape (e.g., a
Gaussian),

N P T
A

*v . (5)

So, if and *vP Ra, then N P Ra`c. Using thisT
A

P Rc
simple approximation, implies that for OH andTable 3
C18O maps of core environments, N P R~0.2, and for cores,
as traced by N P R~0.9. In other words, columnNH3,density increases with decreasing size scale much faster in
cores than it does in their environments. If cores have a much

higher Ðlling factor than the lower density gas around them,
then this relation is explained naturally (see and° 5.1
Fig. 10).

These column density proÐles also imply that the dense
gas traced by observations in the cores is closer toNH3being in hydrostatic equilibrium than is the gas traced by
the OH and C18O observations of the core surroundings. In
hydrostatic equilibrium, gravitational pressure, which is
proportional to NR, is balanced by kinetic pressure, which
is proportional to *v2. Thus, for the gas, weNH3-traced
Ðnd that gravitational energy is PR0.1, and kinetic energy
has a radial dependence that is quite similar, PR0.2 (within
errors of D0.1 in the exponent). On the contrary, the radial
dependences of these pressures for the OH- and C18O-
traced gas are quite di†erent, even considering the errors,
with gravitational pressure PR0.8 and kinetic pressure
PR0.4. This result lends additional credibility to the idea

TABLE 3

POWER-LAW RELATIONS AMONG LINE WIDTH, ANTENNA TEMPERATURE, AND SIZE

Tracer B1 TMC-1C L1251A Characteristic Relation

Antenna TemperatureÈSize

OH . . . . . . . . T
A

\ (0.49^ 0.02)R~0.56B0.05 T
A

\ (0.50^ 0.03)R~0.38B0.05 T
A

P R~0.5
C18O . . . . . . T

A
\ (0.33^ 0.05)~0.33B0.07 T

A
P R~0.3

NH3 . . . . . . T
A

\ (0.021^ 0.005)R~1.1B0.1 T
A

P R~1 T
A

P R~1

Line WidthÈAntenna Temperature

OH . . . . . . . . *lNT\ (1.27^ 0.02)T
A
~0.50B0.02 *lNT\ (0.64^ 0.05)T

A
~0.7B0.2 *lNTP T

A
~0.6

C18O . . . . . . *lNT\ (0.49^ 0.03)T
A
~0.4B0.1 *lNTP T

A
~0.4

NH3 . . . . . . *lNT\ (0.20^ 0.02)T
A
~0.11B0.07 *lNT\ (0.25^ 0.02)T

A
~0.09B0.05 *lNTP T A~0.1

Line WidthÈSize

OH . . . . . . . . *lNT\ (1.82^ 0.06)R0.28B0.03 *lNT\ (1.0^ 0.2)R0.27B0.08 *lNTP R0.3
C18O . . . . . . *lNT\ (0.8^ 0.1)R0.13B0.04 *lNTP R0.1
NH3 . . . . . . *lNT\ (0.30^ 0.09)R0.12B0.08 *lNTP R0.09B0.05 *lNTP R0.1



FIG. 9.ÈTypes of line widthÈsize relations. (a) Schematic diagram showing hypothetical half-power contours of Ðve spectral lines probing systematically
increasing density regimes in each of four regions. Symbols marking the contours are explained in the next panel. (b) For each contour shown in (a), a
corresponding point is plotted in the nonthermal line widthÈsize plane. Solid curves show the (hypothesized) underlying relationship inherent in each region.
These relationships are not easily identiÐable from an ensemble of data or from sparsely sampled multitracer, single-cloud data, as in (e). Note that the larger
size scale piece of the line widthÈsize relation has been scaled, for graphic simplicity, so that all four clouds overlap. In reality, this is not at all likely be the
case. (c) A subset of the points from (b), which includes all points except those for the highest density tracer. This subset is representative of data thatLarson

included in his study that uncovered a Type 1 power-law relation between line width and size. (d) A subset of the points in (b), for the three highest(1981)
density tracers. Without a priori knowledge of the underlying relationships shown in (b), the high-density ensemble can appear to give another Type 1 power
law, this time with a slightly shallower slope than in (c). The apparent cloud-to-cloud slope in the set of points for each tracer is produced by an assumption
that each cloud is in virial equilibrium, so that a point at a Ðxed density moves to higher line width as the size scale over which it is found increases. Note that
a subset of this data which compares multiple clouds in the same tracer constitutes an example of a Type 2 line widthÈsize relation and that is nota2necessarily equal to Furthermore, a Type 3 relation using data from one cloud at a time (not shown in this panel ; see [e]) would give yet another slope,a1. a3.(e) Line widthÈsize points from (b) corresponding to a single cloud from the ensemble in (a). The heavy solid line indicates a Type 3 power-law Ðtted to all of
the data points. Without nearly ““ perfect ÏÏ data over this densityÈsizeÈline width range, it is nearly impossible to identify an underlying relationship like the
one shown by the broken line. ( f ) This panel puts the contribution of this paper and into context. The data points shown are not a subset of the dataPaper I
from (b). Instead, they represent the observed dependence of line width on size for a single cloud, studied in one tracer at a timeÈa Type 4 line widthÈsize
relation. The squares in the left-hand side of the panel are for a coherent core, in which line width is observed to be virtually independent of size. The triangles
toward the upper right show how line width measurements vary with size for the larger region around the core. The solid square and solid triangle represent
the FWHM value for the two tracers, which would be used in a Type 1 or Type 3 study.
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FIG. 10.ÈAn illustration of the transition to coherence. Color and shading schematically represent velocity and density in this Ðgure. On large scales,
material (labeled cha†) is distributed in a self-similar fashion, and its Ðlling factor is low. On scales smaller than some Ðducial radius, the Ðlling factor of gas
increases substantially, and a coherent dense core, which is not self-similar, is formed. Due to limitations in the authorsÏ drawing ability, the Ðgure emphasizes
a particular size scale in the cha†, which should actually exhibit self-similar structure on all scales ranging from the size of an entire molecular cloud complex
down to a coherent core.

that a ““ coherent core ÏÏ is close to being a high Ðlling factor
blob of gas in some kind of equilibrium, while the environ-
ment of that core is of a more temporary and turbulent
nature.

5. DISCUSSION

5.1. A Self-Consistent V iew of Cores and their Environs
For the purposes of discussion, consider a region like the

one pictured in On large scales, what is oftenFigure 10.
called a ““ cloud ÏÏ consists of gas we label ““ cha† ÏÏ. The cha†
has a low Ðlling factor and is presumed to be distributed in
a self-similar way, even though the illustration emphasizes a
particular scale. This cha† is likely comprised of material
whose kinematics are dominated by turbulence and whose
distribution is self-similar (see & FalgaroneElmegreen

and references therein). The cha†, having self-similar1996,
structure, is not taken to represent a uniformly low-density
““ intercloud ÏÏ medium. There is dense gas in the cha†, just
not very much of In some small region immersed in theit.8
cha†, the Ðlling factor of the gas increases substantially and
the gas settles down to a single velocity dispersion. We will
call this small region of high Ðlling factor and roughly con-
stant velocity dispersion a coherent core.

8 This hypothesis is supported by recent observations of CO isotopes in
the Rosette molecular complex et al.(Schneider 1996).

This situation can arise if the outer scale of the coherent
core is taken to represent a boundary between physicalRcohregimes. In applying this cartoon to the conditions in a real
molecular cloud, can be incorporated into several rele-Rcohvant theoretical pictures (see Since the nonthermal° 5.3).
line width associated with is usually close to theRcohthermal line width, we might expect that is related toRcohthe radius at which thermal and nonthermal velocityRTNT,dispersion are exactly equal & Fuller see also(Myers 1992 ;

More potential transition points become relevantTable 3).
when magnetic Ðelds are explicitly included in the picture.
For the static Ðeld, ambipolar di†usion will reduce the
ability of magnetic forces to support gas against collapse
when the ionization fraction drops below a critical value.
And, for the varying Ðeld, poor ion-neutral coupling causes
a minimum size scale cuto† in the spectrum of Alfve� n waves
which permeate the ISM (e.g., & MaxArons 1975 ; Zweibel
& Josafatsson & Pudritz We will1983 ; Carlberg 1991).
return to discussion of these possible physical transitions in

after we have demonstrated how this picture of a° 5.3,
transition to coherence is empirically justiÐed by our data.

Inside the core, the gas is not necessarily as featureless as
an isothermal sphere. The ““ coherent blob ÏÏ is still subject to
fragmentation by instabilities, and it can easily harbor
forming stars with accompanying circumstellar disks and
envelopes.
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5.1.1. T he Transition to Velocity ““Coherence ÏÏ

The connection between the hypothetical view in Figure
and our spectral line maps is easy to make. On larger10

scales, the C18O and OH data show line width increasing
with size in a positive-index power-law fashion, which is
indicative of a self-similar or turbulent medium. On the
smaller scales traced by there is almost no depen-NH3,dence of line width on size. What little increase in line width
there is appears to come only from a modest rise in line
width at the core edges. Inside the half-power contour of a
core, we typically see a uniform distribution of line width,
which is indicative of the dispersion in a coherent dense
core (see The size of a typical half-powerPaper I). NH3contour is D0.1È0.2 pc, which we will take as a good esti-
mate of Rcoh.If this nearly constant line width in the core were equal to
the thermal line width of tracer, this result would be easier
to understand. However, the velocity dispersion at which
the cores become coherent is always signiÐcantly greater
than the thermal velocity dispersion (for the tracer molecule,

but less than the thermal line width of In otherNH3) H2.words, the turbulence remaining in the coherent cores is
always observed to be subsonic. For the four cores featured
in the mean intrinsic FWHM line width isPaper I, NH3km s~1. At a temperature of 10 K, the thermal*v6 int\ 0.28
FWHM for is 0.17 km s~1 and the thermal FWHMNH3for an molecule is 0.47 km s~1. Thus, the nonthermalH2component of the line width in a typical coherent core is

*vNT \ [*v6 int2 [ *v
T
(NH3)2]1@2

\ (0.282[ 0.172)1@2 \ 0.22 km s~1 . (6)

So, for an molecule in a typical coherent dense core, theH2total line width would be

*v\ [*vNT2 ] *v
T
(H2)2]1@2

\ (0.222] 0.472)1@2\ 0.52 km s~1 , (7)

which is barely, but measurably, larger than the thermal H2width (0.47 km s~1) alone. Small changes in the kinetic
temperature do not have a large e†ect, since the thermal line
width increases only as the square root of the temperature.
In order to account for the typical as a purely thermal*v6 intline width (i.e., in the core temperature*vNT \ 0 eq. [6]),
would need to be 29 K. Any temperature greater than about
15 K is inconsistent with measurements of the temperature
of low-mass dense cores based on line excitationNH3& Myers Thus, a ““ coherent dense core ÏÏ is(Benson 1989).
very similar, but not identical to, a thermal ball of gas.

5.1.2. Comparison with Stellar Clustering Scales

The size scale, pc, characterizing the transitionRcohD 0.1
in the line widthÈsize scaling relationship is just a few times
larger than the size scale (D0.04 pc) at which Larson (1995)
identiÐes a break in the power-law slope of the function
describing the clustering of newly formed stars in the
Taurus dark cloud complex The possibility of a(Fig. 11).
break in slope for the stellar clustering function in Taurus
was Ðrst noted by et al. LarsonÏs study addedGomez (1993).
additional data from the literature that made the break
more evident. The size scale of the break in the star-
clustering power law has been likened to a Jeans size by
Larson (see We expect that our result and LarsonÏs° 5.3.4).
are similar, in that we are Ðnding approximately Jeans mass
clumps with roughly constant line width, and he is studying

the fruits of those clumps. illustrates this simi-Figure 11
larity by plotting both stellar clustering and line width as
functions of size.9

Consider for a moment how the distribution of gas and
stars will be related on scales much larger than a coherent
core. After stars form, the stars themselves are subject only
to gravitational forces, while the remaining gas is subject to
gravitational, pressure gradient, and magnetic forces. Over
time, this distinction can make it increasingly difficult to
compare the stellar and gas distributions directly. However,
if gravitational forces dominate, or the elapsed time since
star formation is not too long, then the properties of the
stellar distribution on large scales (?0.1 pc) in molecular
clouds like Taurus should match the gas distribution
properties. In other words, the stars will be found wherever
there happened to be gas to form them. For example, if the
gas distribution is fractal, the stellar distribution should be
fractal, with a similar fractal dimension (i.e., &Elmegreen
Falgarone In massive star-forming regions, there is1996).
evidence that the gas and stellar distributions are related,
since both gas and stars ““ cluster ÏÏ together into large
associations but the detailed correspondence(Lada 1992),
between the stellar and gas distributions is not yet well
determined.

On scales smaller than a coherent core (\0.1 pc), the
spatial distribution of stars is not likely to be directly
related to the gas distribution. Instead, we expect that the
fragmentation of coherent blobs, along with the action of
outÑow(s) and tidal forces, will ultimately determine the
stellar distribution.

In this picture, the large-scale distribution of stars in
is determined by the overall large-scale distribu-Figure 11

tion of gas, while the small-scale distribution results from
the fragmentation of coherent cores (see also Larson 1995).

5.2. T he Meaning of L ine W idthÈSize Relations
is not just a cartoon. Line widthÈsize obser-Figure 9

vations can truly give four di†erent slopes or(a1, a2, a3, a4),depending on how they are constructed. showsFigure 12a
all of the derived Type 4 line widthÈsize relations tabulated
in plotted for the size range from the minimum toTable 3,
the maximum ““ radius ÏÏ measured in the data set that pro-
duced each power law. In the remaining three panels of

the other three Types of line widthÈsize relationsFigure 12,
are illustrated for the same data set (see Ðgure legend). The
Ðgure clearly shows that the slopes of the Type 1È4 rela-
tions need not be, and are not, identical. In fact, much can
be learned from contemplating the di†erence between
Types of line widthÈsize relationships.

In order to understand the meaning of each Type, one
must consider the selection e†ects inherent in spectral line
observations of a given tracer. In practice, each tracer is
sensitive to a relatively narrow range of density. Often, a
critical density, above which a particular molecular energy
level is sufficiently populated by collisions, is quoted as the
minimum density traced in an observation, but little is ever
said about the maximum density traced by a given spectral
line probe. This maximum is a†ected by the spatial and
velocity distribution (optical depth) of the material, as well
as by chemical e†ects that cause particular tracers to exist

9 The nonthermal line widthÈsize relation shown in usesFigure 11
with km s~1, pc, and a \ 0.5, which are theequation (9) p0\ 0.13 R0\ 0.2

means of the parameter ranges used in the simulations presented in ° 5.2.1
that reproduce LarsonÏs Laws.
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FIG. 11.ÈComparison of stellar clustering properties with a line widthÈsize relation. The relation between the surface density of stellar companions and
angular separation is reproduced from The surface density is plotted on the left axis vs. angular separation on the bottom axis. The top axisLarson (1995).
shows the linear sizes corresponding to the angular sizes on the bottom axis, at the distance of Taurus (140 pc), which is home to all of the stars in LarsonÏs
study. The parameterized line width size relation (right-hand axis) shows for the nonthermal velocity dispersion as a function of size, with kmeq. (9) p0\ 0.13
s~1, pc, and a \ 0.5, using the top axis for R. Notice that both the gas distribution and the stellar distribution go through transitions in a range ofR0\ 0.2
sizes near 0.1 pc.

only under a limited range of conditions Langer, &(Kuiper,
Velusamy Hence, the dynamic range of a tracer used1996).
to study the distribution of gas is itself a function of the gas
distribution and chemistry. Deriving this maximum density
analytically is quite a challenge, but, happily, in cases
where multitransition observations of a single tracer (which
allow for direct estimates of volume density) are available,
density can be directly measured as a function of map posi-
tion. The maximum dynamic range in the density traced by
a single probe in a single map is almost always less than 2
orders of magnitude and often less than a factor of 10 (Scalo

Snell, & Goldsmith Suffice it to say1987 ; Bergin, 1996).
here that in typical molecular clouds, each tracer used is
sensitive to at most a factor of 2 orders of magnitude in
density.

So, given that each tracer essentially represents a density
regime, observations of Type 3, in which multiple tracers are
compared for a single region, give the best idea of the
overall density proÐle in a region. Indeed, Type 3 relations
have been shown to match hydrostatic equilibrium models
of star-forming clouds & Myers Single-tracer,(Fuller 1992).
single-cloud (Type 4) line widthÈsize relations are a diagnos-
tic of the distribution of gas within a density regime and are
probably the best diagnostic of the dynamical processes
applicable within that regime. For example, we think that

the Type 4 correlations in listed for OH or C18OTable 3
are representative of a turbulent or wave-permeated
medium, whereas those listed for are relevant to theNH3interior of an almost-thermal quiescent blob of gas.

Comparison of Type 1 (multitracer, multicloud) observ-
ations with Type 3 (multitracer, single-cloud) observations
gives an estimate of the range of Type 3 relations present in
di†erent regions of the ISM. Previous studies &(Fuller
Myers & Myers have found1992 ; Caselli 1995) 0.2\ a3\
0.7. Regions of massive star formation tend to have smaller
values of than do regions of low-mass star formationa3& Myers but no predictive model has been(Caselli 1995),
made of the detailed variation in slope from one region to
another. Some (but not all) of the variation in Type 3 slopes
is due to variations in the opacity and chemistry of the
regions studied, since a FWHM contour for a particular
tracer does not always represent exactly the same set of
physical conditions (e.g., the same Also, if a Typedensity).10
3 relation is only sparsely sampled and then Ðt with a single
power law (e.g., a straight line is Ðt to three data points in a

10 For example, even though the CS (2 [ 1) transition has a critical
density greater than 105, which is almost 2 orders of magnitude higher than
the (J, K) \ (1, 1) transition of CS (2 [ 1) maps often trace largerNH3,regions with larger line widths than maps (e.g., et al.NH3 Zhou 1989).
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FIG. 12.ÈFour Types of line width size relation derived from the same data set. In (a), short line segments show the derived Type 4 line widthÈsize
relations tabulated in plotted for the size range from the minimum to the maximum radius measured in the data set that produced each power law.Table 3,
The symbol associated with each line segment is plotted at the FWHM radius of the tracer it labels. In (b), only the FWHM points from (a) are shown, and a
line widthÈsize relation of Type 1 is drawn. In (c), only FWHM points observed with OH as the tracer are shown, which gives a (very sparsely sampled) Type
3 relation. In (d), only data points for the TMC-1C cloud are plotted, yielding a (very sparsely sampled) Type 2 line widthÈsize relation. Notice that the slopes
of the Types 1È4 relations need not be, and are not, equal.

log *v-log R plot), the slope derived will depend heavily on
how close the set of tracers use is to the ““ transition ÏÏ zone
shown as a bend in the dashed curve in InFigure 9e. ° 5.2.1,
we show how mixing together a realistic sample of Type 3

relations can produce the Type 1 correlations quoted in the
literature (e.g., LarsonÏs Laws).

The meaning of Type 2 (single-tracer, multicloud) corre-
lations is less obvious. Consider and a hypotheti-Figure 10
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cal tracer x, which is only sensitive to densities within a
factor of 10 of If is small relative to the typical densityn

x
. n

xat which coherent cores are found (i.e., then tracern
x
> 104),

x will be distributed in a self-similar fashion wherever the
density is near throughout a large volume and can, inn

x
,

e†ect, trace many size scales. The overall extent of tracer x,
and similarly of all other tracers up to those characterizing
the coherent (nonÈself-similar) cores, will appear to increase
with the overall extent of the cha† shown in Figure 10.
Thus, depending on how it is sampled, emission from tracer
x can represent a variety of size scales.

has pointed out that the range of columnScalo (1987)
density traced by a particular set of spectral line obser-
vations is limited by the sensitivity of the observing system
to a dynamic range of D10. This is perhaps a conservative
estimate, but it does imply that if an object is centrally
condensed at some peak and extended over a large volume,
then lines of sight farther from the peak will sample lower
average density and thus need longer path length to give the
same (detectable) column density. This e†ect is not neces-
sarily problematic and can in fact be used as a method for
relating plane-of-the-sky and line-of-sight size scales (see

and The potential problem with Type 2 rela-Fig. 4 ° 4.2.1).
tions, though, is that when the distance to clouds varies
substantially, di†erent size scales and volume densities will
characterize the detectable regimes at the di†erent dis-
tances, as illustrated in Scalo argues that if theFigure 13.
column density traced is constant, then n P 1/R automati-
cally, which gives if clouds are close to virial equi-a2\ 0.5
librium (see eqs. and There is some[1], [2], [3]).
experimental justiÐcation for this ethypothesis.11 Solomon
al. Ðnd that for a sample of 273 molecular(1987) a2\ 0.5
clouds observed in CO, and they conclude that the clouds
are near virial equilibrium and that the CO emission arises
in a region of nearly constant mean surface density (i.e., in
particular density layers within the cha†). Carpenter,Heyer,
& Ladd also Ðnd n P R~1 in a large CO data set, and(1996)
they conclude that most of the emission comes from
extended low column density material, globally character-
ized by the needed to form molecules.AV D 0.5È1

Using a principal components analysis on four large CO
data sets from et al. & SchloerbHeyer (1996), Heyer (1996)
Ðnd slopes for Type 4 line width size relations of about

The 12CO and 13CO observations used in the Heyer0.5.12
& Schloerb study probe densities 1È2 orders of magnitude
lower than those traced by C18O or OH, and the regions
studied were not speciÐcally selected to be associated with
low-mass dense cores. Nonetheless, when looking at Figure

and noting that for regions with density D10012a a4B 0.5
cm~3 (and size approximately tens of pc), it is tempting to
speculate that increases progressively as lower densitiesa4are probed and that is as steep as it gets. If columna4\ 0.5
density is constant, implies a nonequilibrium situ-a4[ 0.5
ation in which clouds are overpressured and unbound. Such
clouds would presumably evolve toward a condition in
which a4¹ 0.5.

11 Recent numerical work by Ballesteros-Paredes,Va� zquez-Semadeni,
& Rodriguez also supports this hypothesis.(1997)

12 Heyer & Schloerb interpret these relations as Type 4 because the
single-tracer data were analyzed region by region. Others might think of
these as Type 2 (single-tracer, multicloud) relations (e.g., similar to the

et al. and other large multiregion CO surveys), but theSolomon 1987
authors of the study Ðnd the Type 4 designation more appropriate (M. H.
Heyer & F. P. Schloerb 1997, private communication).

FIG. 13.ÈSelection e†ect in Type 2 line widthÈsize relations. In Case I,
the volume density n of each cloud shown decreases linearly with distance
d from the observer. Hence, the column density N P nd is the same for each
cloud. Since beam area increases as d2 and surface brightness (PN)
decreases as d~2, the detectability of each cloud shown is the same. In Case
II, we show that if cloud C is moved to where cloud A was in Case I, it
would become undetectable because the column intersected by the beam is
too small ; and if cloud A is moved to the Case I distance of C, it is
detectable, but unresolved.

5.2.1. Parameterizing Realistic Conditions

Observed velocity dispersion is often decomposed into a
thermal and nonthermal part using the formalism from
equation (4) :

pobs2 \ p
T
2 ] pNT2 (8)

Since our observations seem to indicate that(Myers 1983).
approaches a constant value at small radii which is notpNTstrictly zero, we write the nonthermal line width as

pNT2 \ p02[1] (R/R0)2a] . (9)

This parameterization allows to become asymptotic topNTa value at a Ðducial radius In the limit that non-p0 R0.thermal line width actually goes to exactly zero (p0] 0),
reduces toequation (9)

pNT\
Ap0
R0a
B
Ra , (10)

which is just another form of This limit alsoequation (1).13
holds as R] O.

13 Notice that in this parameterization, which was speciÐcally chosen so
that would give a line widthÈsize relation like the one used byeq. (10)
Myers and collaborators, pNT(R0) \ (2)1@2p0.
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The functional form for nonthermal line width given in
is used to draw the underlying relations shownequation (9)

as curved lines in and the line widthÈsize curve inFigure 9
Our hypothesis is that a very densely sampled setFigure 11.

of multitracer, single-cloud (Type 3) observations extending
to small radii and high densities would actually reveal this
relation. This parameterization is consistent with both our
conceptual picture of coherence, where is indicative ofp0the velocity dispersion in the coherent region, and with the
various Types of line widthÈsize analyses. It is interesting to
note that a Type 2 (single-tracer, multicloud) study will still
see a positive power-law slope in the line widthÈsize rela-
tion, even at very small radii, due to the fact that a given
tracer is only sensitive to a narrow range of densities (see

and Fig. 1 of & Fuller for schematic andFig. 9d Myers 1992
real examples of this e†ect, respectively). The apparent
cloud-to-cloud slope in the Type 2 relation results if each
cloud is in approximate virial equilibrium, so that a point at
a Ðxed density moves to higher line width as the size scale
over which it is found increases.

In order to test how closely this parameterization
matches available data, we created a synthesized Type 1 line
widthÈsize relation by mixing together a number of Type 3
relations created using a realistic range of parameters in

SpeciÐcally, we evenly Ðlled parameter spaceequation (9).
with simulations of Type 3 relations with in(eq. [9] a \ a3)which 0.4\ a \ 0.6, km s~1, and 0.1\0.08\p0\ 0.18

pc. The range of values for each parameter wasR0\ 0.3
selected as representative of the Type 4 studies presented in
this paper. Using these simulations, when we Ðt all the data
points in our synthesized Type 1 relation that lie in the size
range investigated in LarsonÏs 1981 paper, we (somewhat
fortuitously) recover LarsonÏs original result of a1\ 0.38.
We also plot a densityÈsize relation assuming virial equi-
librium and Ðnd n P R~1.2. Furthermore, the dispersion in
our simulations is similar to the scatter in LarsonÏs original
data set.

5.3. Speculations on the Cause of Coherence
There are a surprising number of candidate processes to

consider as the cause of coherence in dense cores, many of
which can be at work simultaneously. summarizesTable 4

the length scales that are physically meaningful to compare
with and its calculations and implications are dis-Rcoh,cussed below.

W ave Cuto†5.3.1. Alfve� n

The size scale at which we Ðnd transitions to coher-Rcohence in low-mass dense cores may be very close to the scale
below which no Alfve� n waves can propagate in molecular
clouds. In a low-ionization medium, Alfve� n waves cannot
propagate when the neutral-ion collision frequency in the
neutral medium (i.e., the rate at which a given neutral
encounters ions) is comparable to or less than the wave
frequency. Thus, one can deÐne a cuto† wavenumber kcutbeyond which wave motion is not possible (see et al.McKee

and references therein ; & Zweibel If we1993 McKee 1995).
deÐne a cuto† size scale, as the radius of a volume thatRcut,would accommodate one wave of wavelength jcut \ 2n/kcut,then

Rcut \
jcut
2

\ nvA
2fni

, (11)

where is the Alfve� n speed in gas of density o,vA

vA \ B

J4no
, (12)

and is the neutral-ion collision rate given byfni
fni\ x

i
oc , (13)

where is the ionization fraction and c is the dragx
i

(o
i
/o)

coefficient corresponding to neutral-ion collisions. Draine,
Roberge, & Dalgarno have estimated c\ 3.5] 1013(1983)
cm3 g~1 s~1 for molecular neutral-ion collisions dominated
by the dipole moment induced in the neutral (typically H2)by the passing ion (typically HCO`).

In estimating the numerical value of in star-formingRcutregions, the two largest uncertainties are (1) the ionization
fraction and (2) the applicability of the ““ smooth medium ÏÏ
calculations (which give to the presumed wispyeq. [11])
Ðlamentary cha† that surrounds dense cores. If we assume
that the ionization in the gas in and around dense cores is
produced primarily by cosmic rays, then x

i
B 10~7 (Shu,

TABLE 4a
LENGTH SCALES

Estimate
Length Scale Expression (pc) Comments

Alfve� n wave cuto† . . . . . . . . . . . . Rcut \
n1@2
4

B
o3@2x

i
c

0.3 DRcoh

Inner scale of incompressible 8] 10~3 L \ 100 pc ; n
L
\ 50 cm~3 ;

turbulent Ñow . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *l
L
\ 8 km s~1 ; T \ 15 K

Rcr\ 1000 ;
p
nn

\ 6 ] 10~16 cm~2

j0B
C n

L
*l

L
p
nn

(kT /k)1@2Rcr

D~3@4
L 1@4

Thermal and nonthermal DRcoh ; assuming magnetic,
motions equal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.2 kinetic and gravitational

equipartition
RTNT \

S90

G

kT
kB

Ambipolar di†usion in a RAD B RTNT 0.2 DRcoh ; assuming
smooth medium . . . . . . . . . . . . predominantly cosmic ray

ionization

Jeans instability . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . RJ\
A nkT
4Gk2n

B1@2
0.2 DRcoh

a For the conditions : n \ 5 ] 103 cm~3 ; B\ 20 kG; T \ 10 K; k \ 2.33 amu; *l\ 1 km s~1 ; x
i
\ 10~7,

unless otherwise stated.
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Adams, & Lizano for gas with n D 104. Measure-1987)
ments of the Zeeman e†ect in the OH-emitting gas in
and/or around dense cores give magnetic Ðeld strengths
BD 20È30 kG (e.g., 27 kG has been measured as the line-of-
sight Ðeld at the peak of B1 ; et al.Goodman 1989).
Thus, if n \ 5 ] 103 cm~3, B\ 20 kG, andx

i
\ 10~7,

c\ 3.5] 1013 cm3 g~1 s~1, then pc. Notice thatRcut \ 0.3
this estimate ultimately depends on density, Ðeld strength,
and the ionization fraction (see The ionizationTable 4).
fraction in turn depends on the neutral density, the Ðlling
factor of the gas, the cosmic-ray Ñux, and the local Ñux of
ultraviolet photons (see & Khersonsky all ofMyers 1995),
which are poorly known. Note that if the relevant density
for the conditions quoted above is actually 104, then Rcutonly goes down to 0.1 pc, but if the ionization fraction is as
high as 10~6, then goes down to 0.03 pc. TakingRcut““ reasonable ÏÏ parameters, though, it is certainly plausible
that RcohB Rcut.Before we conclude that inefficient wave coupling o†ers a
great explanation for the transition to coherence, we must
point out that the formulation of the cuto† wavelength in

only considers neutral-ion coupling in the gas.equation (11)
When very small dust grains are charged, they can transmit
the e†ects of the magnetic Ðeld to the gas, even in very high
gas density regions. In cases where the power-law spec-
trum of dust grain sizes, N(a)P a~x, has a large exponent
(e.g., x B 3.5 ; Rumpl, & Nordsieck theMathis, 1977),
number of small grains is very large, and the coupling of the
gas to charged dust particles can shift to scales manyRcutorders of magnitude smaller than a dense core (Elmegreen
& Fiebig In the interiors of dense cores, however,1993).
there are many reasons to expect that small dust grains are
systematically underabundant (e.g., x B 2.8 ; &Mathis
Whi†en et al. and references therein),1989 ; Goodman 1995
and thus that neutral-ion collisions in the gas phase are
what couples the Ðeld to the gas and in turn that the calcu-
lation in equations is appropriate.(11)È(13)

5.3.2. Eddies in a Turbulent Flow

Even without magnetic Ðelds, a natural inner scale willj0arise in a fully developed turbulent Ñow (see, for example,
& Lifshitz The inner scale corresponds to theLandau 1959).

smallest eddy that persists in the case in which energy is
injected on the largest scale L . (The ““ inertial subrange ÏÏ is
deÐned as the range of sizes smaller than L but larger than

The ““ inner scale ÏÏ for an incompressible Ñow is givenj0.)roughly by (see Shu 1992)

j0D
A R

Rcr

B~3@4
L , (14)

where R is the Reynolds number of the gas, given by

R \ vflow L
l

, (15)

with l representing the viscosity

lD p
T

l , (16)

where l is the mean free path,

l\ p
T

fnn
, (17)

and is the neutral-neutral collision rate. The ““ criticalfnn

Reynolds number ÏÏ used in is of order 102Rcr equation (14)
or 103 for viscous shear Ñows (Shu 1992).

Given all of the approximations in equations (14)È(17)
and the fact that the ISM is compressible, it is very difficult
to o†er a meaningful value of But, to make a ballparkj0.estimate of we can assume that L \ 100 pcj0,(representative size of a cloud complex or ““ giant molecular
cloud ÏÏ) and that km s~1 (a line width repre-vflow \*v

L
B 8

sentative of the magnitude of the macroscopic motions on
the 100 pc scale). The latter assumption causes equation (15)
to reduce to

R \ L fnn*v
p
T
2 , (18)

after use of equations and The neutral-neutral(16) (17).
collision rate is given by and can be estimatedfnn\ np

T
pnnby assuming a geometric cross section, pnn \ (2nrH2

2 ) B 6
] 10~16 cm2. For the density on the 100 pc scale, we can
assume cm~3 so that using km s~1,n

L
\ 50 *v

L
\ 8 fnn\ 7

] 10~10 s~1, and T \ 15 K in givesequation (18)
R B 3 ] 108. Thus, gives pcequation (14) j0 \ 8 ] 10~3
for (see also This ““ cuto† ÏÏ is of at leastRcr \ 1000 Table 4).
an order of magnitude smaller than but it is only aRcoh,gross estimate for nonmagnetic turbulence in an incompress-
ible gas.

Simulations of incompressible turbulence in nonÈself-
gravitating unmagnetized Ñuids & Orszag(Frisch 1990)
show Ðlamentary structures that appear similar to dark
clouds. In addition, those structures can and often do
contain regions of reduced vorticity which can be associated
with coherent structures for scales less than Morpho-j0.logically, looks very similar to the turbulenceFigure 10
simulations that give rise to these structures. In turbulence
simulations that include the e†ects of self-gravity, Va� zquez-

Passot, & Pouquet also Ðnd evidence for aSemadeni, (1996)
reduction in vorticity in high-density clumps formed when
colliding regions produce self-gravitating pieces of gas.

In reality, the ISM is signiÐcantly magnetized and com-
pressible. In such a medium, the concept of an ““ eddy ÏÏ is
somewhat inappropriate, so it is hard to calculate a direct
““ magnetic ÏÏ analog of Nonetheless, the work ofj0. Myers
& Khersonsky shows that the magnetic Reynolds(1995)
number is of order 1500 times smaller than R in a denseR

Mcore environment. In general, given the form of equation
we can see that this reduction in Reynolds number(14),

would tend to give a larger inner scale in a magnetized
turbulent Ñow, as compared with a nonmagnetized Ñow, by
a factor of very roughly 15003@4 D 200. This quick estimate
and the cuto† wavelength discussion of suggest that° 5.3.1
the analog of in a magnetized, compressible, mediumj0should be signiÐcantly larger than and thus perhapsj0more commensurate with Rcoh.

5.3.3. T he Most L ikely Scenario : A Dissipation T hreshold

Given that the turbulence in the ISM is magnetized, the
eddy picture of and the Alfve� n wave picture of° 5.3.2 ° 5.3.1
can be uniÐed into a single ““ dissipation threshold ÏÏ sce-
nario. In this view, at scales larger than some source ofRcoh,nonthermal (i.e., Alfve� n wave or turbulent) pressure is avail-
able. The reduction in available pressure on the coherence
scale is caused by dissipation. For sub-Alfve� nic MHD dis-
turbances, the dissipation is caused by reduced neutral-ion
coupling and by some shocks caused by supersonic motions
along Ðeld lines. For super-Alfve� nic motions, radiative
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shocks will also cause signiÐcant dissipation. We expect
that when the dissipation reaches the threshold at which the
wavelike and turbulent motions in the magnetized gas are
substantially quenched, the observed value of isRcohreached. From that point on, other physical processes
dominate the formation of structures on scales smaller than

(e.g., ““ static ÏÏ processes like those discussed inRcoh ° 5.3.4
below).

At present, it is just becoming possible to make numerical
models that might bolster or discredit this scenario.
Gammie, Ostriker, and Stone are modeling regions like the
ones discussed here, and their early results (C. Gammie, E.
Ostriker, & J. Stone 1997, private communication) predict
that Alfve� n waveÈlike disturbances will indeed pervade the
ISM and can support self-gravitating molecular clouds,
when adequately driven & Ostriker In the(Gammie 1996).
simulations carried out thus far, ideal MHD, or hasx

i
\ 1,

been assumed, so information about a cuto† scale cannot be
extracted. The next generation of simulations will allow for
neutral-ion slippage and should be able to Ðnd any dissi-
pation thresholds and/or coherence scales that may be
present.

5.3.4. Explanations More Applicable to a Static Medium

Two static approximations of can also be made. IfRcohwe treat the gas under study as smoothly varying in density,
then we can apply both ambipolar di†usion calculations

& Shu and the(MG88b; Lizano 1989 ; Mouschovias 1991)
Jeans analysis. Both these analyses give ““ transitions ÏÏ close
to the observed values of (D0.1 pc) when initial condi-Rcohtions typical of the outer parts of a dense core are used

But, because there is no natural reason to select(Table 4).
these particular initial conditions a priori, these analyses
may be more applicable to a region in which a predecessor
to a coherent core has already formed, perhaps as a result of
the dissipation threshold process described in ° 5.3.3.

Ambipolar Di†usion.ÈThe estimate for inRcut ° 5.3.1
depends sensitively on the ionization fraction in the gas and
describes the ability of the neutrals to couple to the Ðeld in
wavelike motions. There is another size scale estimate that
involves neutral-ion slippage but in a core without waves.
In such a case, the ““ ambipolar di†usion length scale ÏÏ isRADused to describe the point at which magnetic forces are
insufficient to counter a coreÏs tendency toward gravita-
tional collapse. It is readily apparent that ambipolar
di†usionÈwhich allows neutrals to slide past ionsÈcauses
the mass-to-Ñux ratio to increase toward the center of a
core, but the degree to which it does so depends on the
exact relation between the ionization fraction and the
neutral density. This ionization-density dependence and the
role of charged grains (see are still the subjects of° 5.3.1)
great debate (e.g., see & Shu &Lizano 1989 ; Mouschovias
Morton Nakano, & Umebayashi1991 ; Nishi, 1991 ; Ciolek
& Mouschovias & Mouschovias &1993 ; Basu 1994 ; Ciolek
Mouschovias Mouschovias, & Ciolek1994 ; Morton, 1994 ;
Basu & Mouschovias & Mouschovias1995b, 1995a ; Ciolek

& Khersonsky In general, studies that1995 ; Myers 1995).
rely on gas particles as the only relevant charge-carriers in
dense cores and cosmic rays as the only source of ionization
estimate to be of order 0.1 pc. Studies that allow forRADsigniÐcant numbers of very small charged grains (Ciolek &
Mouschovias or some UV ionization &1993, 1994) (Myers
Khersonsky inside dense cores Ðnd to be as much1995) RADas 10 times smaller.

In we give a very simple estimate of which isTable 4, RAD,
calculated considering (1) only gaseous neutral-ion inter-
actions and (2) cosmic rays as the only source of ionization.
In that case, the ion fraction is simply proportional to the
inverse of the square root of the neutral density. As a result,
the length scale for efficient ambipolar di†usion is ultima-
tely set by the densityÈsize relation (see eqs. [16]ÈMG88b,
[18]). With deÐned as the radius at which the ambipol-RADar di†usion time is at a minimum, the relevant break in
slope of the densityÈsize relation occurs at the radius at
which thermal and nonthermal motions are equal. This
radius, (so-named by Ladd, & Fuller isRTNT Myers, 1991),
also listed in for the case in which the nonthermalTable 4
motions are magnetic in origin, and magnetic, kinetic, and
gravitational forces are in equipartition (MG88b).

For conditions relevant to a dense core environment
pc. We must reemphasize,(Table 4), RAD B RTNT\ 0.2

though, that the relevant transition to coherence may be the
one that determines how those environmental conditions
came to be. The transitions discussed in are likely to° 5.3.3
be most relevant in producing those conditions.

Jeans Analysis.ÈIf the line width became purely thermal
inside of and the cloud were of a uniform densityRcoh o0,then the Jeans length

RJ \
jJ
2

\
A np

T
2

4Go0

B1@2
(19)

should be comparable to As shown in usingRcoh. Table 4,
T \ 10 K and cm~3, giveso0\ 5 ] 103 equation (19) RJ \0.2 pc, which is very close to the values found for Rcoh.Recent work by Fatuzzo, & Watkins hasAdams, (1994)
shown that when a Jeans-type analysis is applied to more
realistic initial conditions (with density inhomogeneities
and magnetic Ðeld pressure), the preferred scale for frag-
mentation remains within a factor of 2 of the traditional
Jeans length. When one allows for the existence of a central
condensation in a self-gravitating smooth medium, the iso-
thermal mass on the verge of collapse is given by the radius
of a critical Bonner-Ebert sphere, not the Jeans length

& Pudritz points(McLaughlin 1996). Mouschovias (1991)
out that the radius of this sphere is which is still ofRJ/1.5,
order Thus, it may still be quite relevant thatRJ. RJ BRcoh,despite the density structure and (small) residual non-
thermal line width present in realistic clouds.

Again, though, we emphasize that it is only when Jeans-
type instability analyses are applied to conditions relevant
to the environments of dense cores that they give fragment
masses comparable to the cores themselves. Much more
massive regions would have very supersonic line widths or
would be collapsing, either of which makes the traditional
Jeans analysis inapplicable. In fact, on scales much larger
than the Jeans analysis predicts fragments that areRcoh,much larger than cores (see Thus, we maintain theeq. [19]).
hypothesis that more dynamic processes set the scale for the
coherent regions that can ultimately break into identiÐable
Jeans-mass size pieces.

6. FOOD FOR THOUGHT

6.1. Unanswered Questions
6.1.1. How Much Structure Is there inside a Coherent Dense Core?

Scientists are perpetually being fooled into believing that
they have found the ““ fundamental building block ÏÏ in one
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process or another. Stars clearly represent a fundamental
building block in astronomy, but coherent dense cores
probably do not. Even though they give rise to stars, the
cores do not just each form a single starÈsome form one,
some form a handful, and some may form none. The ques-
tion to be answered next is, How much substructure (if any)
is there inside dense cores that is not associated with warm
or dense regions around individual protostars? Early
results based on VLA-mapping of 11 dense coresNH3et al. indicate that the answer to this ques-(Goodman 1998)
tion is ““ not much ÏÏ : almost all of the substructure seen
inside dense cores is associated with individual protostars
or outÑows from those stars (e.g., & BachillerTafalla 1995).
In other words, most of the Ñux from cold dense gas tracers
like seems to originate in a relatively smooth distribu-NH3tion extended throughout the high-resolution maps and is
thus undetectable by interferometers that are only sensitive
to high-spatial-frequency structure.

6.1.2. Is the Residual Nonthermal L ine W idth Evident in NH3Observations ““ Inside ÏÏ the Core or in an ““Envelope ÏÏ?

The careful reader will have noticed by now that the
ensemble of Type 4 line widthÈsize relations shown in

and overlap each other in radius cover-Figure 12 Figure 9f
age. illustrates why this is so. Low-density tracersFigure 14
(e.g., line of sight A in can sample many size scales,Fig. 14)
down to a minimum spatial scale that corresponds to the
maximum density they are capable of tracing (see discussion

in Higher density tracers, such as which are° 5.2). NH3,excited over smaller volumes, also trace a limited range of
density, which can severely restrict the range of size scales
they can trace if the density is only rarely high enough to
excite them (i.e., they are excited only in cores, or in tiny
high-density Ñuctuations in the cha†; see et al.Schneider

In line of sight B passes through the outs-1996). Figure 14,
kirts of a core, where emission is (hypothetically) pro-NH3duced all the way through the core (as at inr3 Fig. 4).
However, lines of sight through the densest, coldest por-
tions of the core (e.g., line of sight C) may contain emission
from only an ““ envelope ÏÏ (deÐned by ofRin\R\Rout)around gas too dense to emit strongly in (atNH3 NH3R\Rin).In other words, the use of a given probe introduces a
density selection e†ect into a data set, which restricts the
range of size scales to which each density tracer is sensitive.
Tracers do not turn on and o† abruptly at particular
density boundaries, so the range of size scales to which each
tracer is sensitive will overlap to some degree. As a result of
this overlap, when we convert from radius as projected on
the sky to size scale in a line widthÈsize relation, the two-
dimensional to three-dimensional mapping is imperfect :
emission from lower density gas is always superposed on
emission from higher density gas (see lines of sight B or C in
Fig. 14).

We are thus left with the question, Where does the
nonzero nonthermal line width in cores come from?NH3

FIG. 14.ÈA coherent dense core and its environment. Emission from dense gas as traced by may arise only in a shell where We haveNH3 Rin \R\ Rout .shown that but the exact relation between and remains to be determined.Rin \Rcoh\ Rout, Rcoh, Rin, Rout
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Does it come from the entire core volume or just from a
shell-like volume of gas at densities near 104 cm~3? Chemi-
cal modeling by et al. suggests that is aKuiper (1996) NH3““ late-time ÏÏ molecule, in that it exists in the oldest, interior,
regions of cores. In contrast, CS and CCS are thought to be
““ early-time ÏÏ molecules that only exist for a limited time
after being glommed onto the core from the cha†. This
modeling suggests that the emission originates inNH3more of a Ðlled volume than a shell. Our Ðnding in ° 4.2.4
that the column density inside cores rises rapidly with
decreasing radius also argues against being shell-likeNH3in three dimensions. From the analysis in this paper, we can
say that but we cannot say exactly howRout [ Rcoh[ Rin,much less is than Higher resolution multi-Rin Rcoh.transition observations, which could reveal very subtleNH3limb-brightening in plots of the two-dimensional projection
of the three-dimensional distribution of molecules,NH3might be able to settle this question in the future.

One other relevant piece of evidence in this matter comes
from a recent study of dense cores by Lada, &Butner,
Loren In that study, the authors found that DCO`(1995).
line widths were consistently higher than widths, evenNH3though the extent of the DCO` emission is similar to the

The authors suggest that chemical e†ects may beNH3.playing a role in this di†erence. We agree and suggest that it
is easily possible that the DCO` is excited in more of a
shell-like geometry (see than the and is thusFig. 14) NH3associated with a larger size scale along the line of sight
than its plane-of-the sky extent might otherwise imply (see

Measuring the ““ size ÏÏ of DCO` cores directly, onFig. 4).
the plane of the sky, would then systematically assign too
small a size scale to the (larger than line widthsNH3)observed.

If we accept that the residual nonthermal line width does
persist throughout the volume of a dense core, we are still
left with a question about its origin. It seems it must rep-
resent some new regime in either the turbulent or wavelike
properties of the velocity Ðeld in the gas. Some (e.g., F. H.
Shu 1997, private communication) have suggested that this
kind of residual width might be due to subsonic turbulence
within cores, which is driven by processes on larger scales.

6.1.3. W hat about High-Mass Star-forming Regions?

The nearest massive star-forming region (Orion) is 3
times farther away than the nearest low-mass star-forming
regions. As a result, it is harder to identify blobs of dense gas
similar to the low-mass cores discussed in this paper in
massive star-forming regions. The cores that are identiÐed
in massive star-forming regions typically have much larger
masses, sizes, and line widths than a typical low-mass core

Walmsley, & Henkel Harju, Walmsley,(Wouterloot, 1988 ;
& Wouterloot et al. et al.1991, 1993 ; Lada 1991 ; Tatematsu

Myers, & Goodman & Wilson1993 ; Ladd, 1994 ; Cesaroni
& Myers These cores are typically each1994 ; Caselli 1995).

associated with several forming stars, and it is virtually
impossible to pick out individual ““ blobs ÏÏ in molecular-line
maps that might represent the analog to the coherent dense
cores in low-mass star-forming regions. It is, however, rela-
tively easy to identify such blobs in submillimeter contin-
uum maps (e.g., P. Andre� 1996, private communication).
Thus, if in the future we can devise a Doppler velocityÈ
sensitive technique to pick out only the gas associated with
a submillimeter-identiÐed core, we might be able to look a
signature of coherence in high-mass star-forming regions.

6.1.4. Is it Possible to Identify Potential Precursors to Dense Cores
from the Velocity Field in L ower Density Gas?

It is possible that the locations of todayÏs cores corre-
spond to what once were simply ““ eddies ÏÏ or regions of
reduced kinetic energy in the larger scale turbulent Ñow of
the ISM. In that case, when the average density of the turb-
ulent gas is close to that needed for gravitational collapse
and the downward Ñuctuation in kinetic energy is sufficient-
ly long-lived, the Ñuctuation should be able to initiate the
slow collapse of an eddy into a coherent dense core. If the
low kinetic energy region is formed in a shock, rather than
just an ephemeral eddy, it will also have a higher than
average density, which will make it even more likely to
become coherent. If this scenario is realistic and precursors
to coherent regions can be identiÐed in molecular-line data-
bases (e.g., LaRosa, & Shore we should beMagnani, 1993),
able to learn more about the process that creates an eddy,
forms a core, and then forms a star. Analyses that decom-
pose spectra into multiple line-of-sight components and
analyze the spatial relations among velocity components
might be able to identify potential future coresÈas regions
of spatially correlated, low line width, low velocity gradient
gas. There is some hope that such an analysis could produce
a ““ core-forming gas ÏÏ IMF. Such an IMF might be more
relevant for comparison with the stellar IMF than the many
of the ““ clump ÏÏ IMFs used currently.

6.2. Synopsis
We have undertaken a new investigation into the nature

of the line widthÈsize relations. We Ðnd that the power-law
slope of single-tracer line widthÈsize relations gets progres-
sively shallower toward higher densities, and we interpret
this result as a transition to coherence. Our speciÐc Ðndings
are as follows :

1. Maps of the OH and C18O emission from the n D 103
cm~3 gas around dense cores show FWHM line width
decreasing toward antenna temperature peaks. By Ðtting
antenna temperature as a function of size and line width as
a function of antenna temperature, we deduce line widthÈ
size relations for OH maps of B1 and TMC-1C and a C18O
map of L1251A. The power-law slopes in these single-tracer
single-cloud line width size relations are typically a4D 0.2.

maps of dense cores within the regions mapped2. NH3in OH and C18O show an even shallower dependence of
line width on size, with power-law slope in Ðts toa4D 0.1
the full core and slope within the half-power contoura4D 0
of the core (see We interpret the decrease in slopePaper I).
between the lower density regions (OH and C18O maps)
and the higher density regions maps) as a transition(NH3to coherence.

3. The value of the nonthermal line width at which coher-
ence is established is always less than but still of the order of
the thermal line width of In other words, theH2.
““ turbulent ÏÏ component of the line width in these cores is
always observed to be subsonic. This small residual width
means coherent cores are similar to, but not exactly the
same as, isothermal balls of gas.

4. The data indicate a much steeper dependence ofNH3column density on size (N P R~0.9) than do the OH or the
C18O data (N P R~0.2). This may imply that the Ðlling
factor within the cores is larger than in their surround-NH3ings.

5. Given (2) and (4), we put forth the hypothesis (see Fig.
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that the molecular clouds which contain low-mass dense10)
cores are self-similar in nature on size scales larger than

and that within cores are coherent, in that theirRcoh, Rcoh,Ðlling factor is large and they are characterized by a very
small, roughly constant, velocity dispersion.

6. We place our study and previous studies of line widthÈ
size relations into context by deÐning four Types of line
widthÈsize relations and discussing the operational and
physical di†erences among them. The Types and their most
important features are as follows :

Type 1 : Multitracer, multicloud intercomparison.È
Shows the (cosmic) scatter about an overall line widthÈsize
relation.

Type 2 : Single-tracer, multicloud intercomparison.È
Heavily inÑuenced by the column densityÈtracing proper-
ties of probe used.

Type 3 : Multitracer study of a single cloud.ÈGood for
studying density proÐle of individual cores and their
environments.

Type 4 : Single-tracer study of a single cloud.ÈGives best
idea of dynamics within a particular density regime.

Through Monte Carlo simulations, we Ðnd that a realis-
tic mixture of Type 3 relations can reproduce the original
Type 1 relation uncovered by Larson (1981). Figure 12
demonstrates how the data presented in this paper can be
used to create each of the four distinct Types of line widthÈ
size relation. The Ðgure illustrates that the slope derived for
each Type need not be equal.

7. We point out that the transition to coherence takes
place at pc, which is just a bit larger than the sizeRcohD 0.1
scale (0.04 pc) at which has found a tran-Larson (1995)
sition in the power-law slope of the stellar clustering func-
tion in Taurus. These results are consistent with a scenario
in which the distribution of gas and stars on scales is?Rcohdetermined by a self-similar process (such as MHD
turbulence), and fragmentation dominates on smaller scales.

8. The transition to coherence is likely produced when
the conditions in the gas cross a threshold at which the
forces responsible for maintaining the turbulence and/or
waves on larger scales can no longer operate. The forces
responsible are likely to rely on the coupling of magnetic
Ðelds to the neutral gas, and the critical conditions produc-
ing the transition consist of a critical combination of low
temperature, high density, and low ionization fraction.
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